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Introduction
1. What are collections? What are derivative works?
2. Collections
3. Collections – License Compatibility Chart
4. Derivative Works
5. Derivative Works – Adapter’s License Chart
What are collections? What are derivative works?
• Collections are compilations
• Derivative works create something 
new from an original
Collections
New Collection: “Many DJs” by KMEP is licensed under CC BY 4.0 
"DJ" by AJC1 is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0  
"play them some music!" by ciclocuoco is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0  
"dj" by tom-b is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 
"Mischpult" by Robert James Perkins - perkins.photo is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0  
Collections continued…
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